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Nova models : general properties
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Ratio of ejected to accreted mass



Observed abundances in novae: a proof of mixing 
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The underlying WD in classical novae:

• Massive WDs are not CO WDs
• ONe vs. CO - Mass frontier (1.1 M )
• Binary vs. single star evolution: harder to get high 
mass (ONe) WDs



The underlying white dwarf

White dwarfs are the endpoints of the stellar evolution of stars with masses
below 11-12 M .

M≤ 8-10 M CO white dwarfs (He burning)

8-10 M ≤M ≤ 12 M ONe white dwarfs (C burning)

10 M 1.2 M ONe core

-- CAUTION: single star evolution --



Classical novae: the underlying white dwarf

Ritossa, García-Berro & Iben, 1996, ApJ

see also Domínguez, Tornambè & Isern 1993

10M mass Population I 
star evolved from the H-
burning main sequence 
through C-burning

1.2M ONe core

≠

ONeMg core predicted by 
hydrostatic C-burning
(Arnett & Truran, 1969)



The underlying white dwarf: single versus 
binary evolution

Size of the CO core at the beginning of
C burning, for single and binary
evolution

Mass point at which C is ignited

Minimum mass required for C-ignition
to take place (*): 8.1 M (single) and 
8.7 M (binary) 

Off-center C-ignition => ONe WD

Central C ignition: 

11 M for single evolution

12 M for binary evolution

*
*

Gil Pons, García-Berro, José, 
Hernanz & Truran, 2003, A&A



The underlying white dwarf: single vs. binary evolution

Gil-Pons, García-Berro, José, 
Hernanz, Truran, 2003, A&A

Size of the final core for single and binary evolution: relevance of new Minitial-Mfinal
mass relation for the fraction of novae hosting ONe white dwarfs: smaller number but
still around 30%

ONe core mass with a “CO 
buffer” (binary evolution)

instead of 
1.2M



The underlying White Dwarf

José, Hernanz, García-Berro, Gil-Pons, 2003, ApJL

A

CO buffer on top of ONe core: weird nuclesoynthesis potentially leading to
missclassification of novae


